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For too long, African poetry has been read in the U.S. mainly
through the interpretive prisms of ethnopoetics or the new postcolonial
canon. While the work of ethnopoetics has been crucial in rescuing
forms and traditions outside the blinders of Western literary history,
as often as not it can fall prey to its own categories, re-trapping works
and practices within an ethnographic framework, where fixed notions
of race, culture, and authenticity make it difficult to see the historical
transformations of literary practices in an increasingly hybrid cultural
field. Postcolonial criticism, on the other hand, has often fallen into
the habit of privileging those works that feature "other" contents
within recognizably Western forms (such as the realist novel or the
modern lyric), with just enough "local color" or linguistic exoticism
to repackage for the global literary marketplace. Such reading habits,
however well-intentioned, can only limit the kinds of work that enter
onto the international stage, as well as the terms by which they can be
understood, appreciated and heard.* Contemporary African poetry
can no longer be read only within such perspectives, as we hope the
selection of Southern African writers presented here demonstrates.

While it may not yet be accurate to think of these writers' work
as post-nationalist, this new generation is no longer concerned only
with constructing unified national consciousness or celebrating
"authentically African" traditions. Nor, in the post-apartheid era, are
all South African writers content to withdraw into a polite, domesticat-
ed, nonracial poetics wherein politics need no longer be a concern for
aesthetics. Many writers have helped shift the political terrain of poetty
from anti-colonial and anti-apartheid struggles to a broader global
perspective, whether it's in critiquing the IMF or interrogating the
post-independence leaders of South Africa and Zimbabwe as they
align themselves with transnational neoliberalism. Though the work
presented in this issue is written almost exclusively in English, the
politics of language likewise remains a crucial concern for these writers,
for whom numerous indigenous languages (as well as Afrikaans) meet
on an uneven literary terrain dominated by (an increasingly global)
"Imperial English." The importance of performance poetries, with
their roots in praise poetry and movement-based oral poetics (as well
as international spoken word and dub scenes), also inflects the work of
many writers with aesthetic concerns that can never be cleanly separat-
ed from the cultural politics of language and form.

We hope the modest selection of writing presented here can help
expand the readership for such work and perhaps spark greater interest
in new poetries outside the Euro-American ambit.**

& so the new blackses arrive
all scent & drape to their clamour
head & heart the liquid odour
of roads that defy oceans

from the fiery splash of pool
pits they preach us redamp
shun from the dust

of the old ways

their kisses bite
like the deep bellies of conputers
the gravy of their songs
smells like the slow piss of calculatahs

&so
the new blackses arrive
& promise us life beyond the bleed
of the common yell
they promise us new spring
for the slow limp
of our heads

meanwhile
the ladder finds the sky at last
heart or herd slinks to the waters
mbira grows into a synthesiser
the songs ask for more sugar
& my salt sets sail for babylon

* Similar double-binds confront African visual arts-primitivism or transnational
biennialism?-and musics-indigenous folk traditions or "world music"?
**seep. 160 for further information on Southern African poetry presses & journals.



i am the new man
cool & connected
bones blk & rotting to riddim
obeah they lacktrick me a jig
jungle jingle me kush/in me roe
or eden

o Lahd
is this my people so
this writhe in my I
a reed so green machete is greed
a sun a boulder for clouds to perch
is this mah people so
a weal on the kiss/a bleed inside
fire eating the bridge ash in the granary
the long knife of traitors cosy in the song
i remember rains harvest feast God in the hut
when love was the sky
& remembered the fields with the first rains
when hope was a sprout
a fire that showed promise
-wd spread far & high, the elders sd

i am the new man
tall & cool
calm like a spear
tall like the sun-

seh the assnologists
lush & redded in the micro/scopegoat

of ryori

i am the nu man, mad i chant
loves song-gobbledigoon i mumble

chant me michael jerksin the spepsi s/perm
while they kwashiorkor me

they the world
as sah geldof shuttles out
of the sand of the tv crew
in addis

i return to you now
as the hills refuse to sing
love was here, they seh
but for me there is only
the sure thud of a slow maul
only the bleeding slit
from the razor lips of snakes
a pat on the back that is not pat

i am the nude mad
drums warring blur in the head
loinskin mosguito google

friendli & fissical-
seh the amfropologists

i ask for bread
my brother feeds me stone
i ask for the green sha/door of his hand
he mumbles dollar blood
see rhis dear Lawd
the arrogant thunder
that runs into my heart
love in the mud
a rend in the sky



ninety twO afiriki
sun IS not sun anymore
song is not salt nor crop
joy is not calabash
yam is a fading memory
herds slink into ash
while the quick axe or ache
of politricking spiders
rags hope to a distant flurrer
the languid mumble of healers
comes to rest in the sky
feet fall into the long straggle
of weary nomads
home is the tarpaulin swamp
where the razor harmarran is home
hope is the hungry gruel
at the glurred feet of the world
that remembers me only
in the clustered fly of the tv crew
afiriki ninety twO
song IS song no more
but the long bleat of ends

we bring news
from a far country
we bring you news
from your forgotten brethren

the sun eats into the marrow
of the manyarra

they say
ever so slowly water receeds
from the wells
& soon no more dung
from the straggling camels
for our huts

it all starts
with the proselytising hordes
crescent dawns riding blood
into the village
as salaam asphyxiated the shrines
of our mud & copper defences

it all starts
on the anxious red wave
of the hell/meted mishinari
who saw other purposes
for my woman
beside pounding yam

it all starts
with babu acompong
who clanked mah village into dungeon
for a rusted musket

& didn't hear
the venomous viper hiss
that only came to bleed the lands
into a backward crevice



into malarial swamp
feeding theses
of rising anthro pol ogists
from oxbridge or makerere

now our suns have shrunk
& the horizon twigs
into the arid waistline
of the sahara

& while my three piece straightjacketed son
jives his ancestral integrity
for more cowries at the imf
i ride the 5 to 9 matatu
into bwana's sprawling fart

mali timbuctu ghana
the constellation of mossi
before you cd say Onyame
the invading dust
of the arab hordes
had overwhelmed the land
the clamorous rabble
of our cities of stone
melting into a whimper
beneath the urgent hoofs
of moor & mulatto

of sankore
all that remains
is the jagged scrawl of thin memories
a precarious groove in the shifting sands
of distant pasts

whether nkrabea or njia
only the red in the niger can tell
the dispair of mansa musa's steel
clanking against the approaching dusk
ravenous voids taking over
whole empires

we salute you
al jahiz

the prophet has returned
peace & the first rains be upon him

so the barbarians in basra
in their boiling fervour
cd not subdue the pra-pra spue
of your trumpet over the hudson
across the limpopo
& the bleeding hell of their white crocodiles
beyond the thames & her fanged filth
of colonial aherdreams

the village soothsayer remembers
the melted soft staccato
of your advancing truths
despite the sugared skew
of apostate & infadel
the skies could not ignore you

see now what armies whirl the horizons
into hasty embraces

& the poor suddenly remember
the sanctuary of the rock
refuge in the machete
a rebirth in the scythe



Lesego Rampolokeng

Two poems (& a play)
to say bread
we tamed mountains
assaulted distances
noses stuck out & up
for the shallow odour
of silver

( eureka europe gathers the dust of a fallen berlin wall
africa rolls in the mud of its tropical brain-fall )

we left homes
herds hearts
to spite the reckless hunger
on the numeral horizon of lolly
so the sun
cd spare us her searing glance

habari gani africa
so free & unconscious where you sit
drowning in complacence's shit
a national situation its universal station top of the pops
pulled off the shelf when the rand drops
it takes a self-exultation / struggle ticket to ride the train
fortune-wheels in cranial rotation
slaves of example now masters of spectacle
hoarding seed crushed in loins labour broken
his / her / its imperial majestic(k) token
vacuum cleaning out a skull turning the brain cocaine
spliffing powdered bone / membrane rolled up in a dollar bill
terms of revolution's dictation not for negotiation

but now you see me
all earthscent & skewed skunk

pulp in the rot to a fetter
now you see me
a bruising stagger
hammered to hell
& screwed to a grovel by a capital habari gani africa

government's hammering & anvilling consent
quoted out of pavlovian con-text
self aggrandisement's god complex in torment
self-eulogises til images of own creation believe the guise
soulthiefblindbelief demonsermonmindrelief gnu consciousness
in bloodstreams 100 crass reflections of pork righteousness
nation's birth's midwife's face upon currency
wrath's head stamping the image-making of democracy
historical revamping drumbeating politicking
upon a slime bomb's ticking
bent-backing for international mother fucking
epiloguing your orifices puckering to nuclear waste puking

while their gleam comes true
suited greed to highrise paradise

pulsing oil & glitter through lucre
i fierce my furrowed eye to a
boulder plowed in the face
& as you wonder
whether i bring smile or smite
my furnace thinks of you

habari gani africa
operation eradication death movement's in stealth
declaration of good intention by tin-godly decree
mOrtality a military spending spree of corpse-wealth
morality's education for the living in health
a spiritual fulfilment read the gospel of saint general


